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Abstract: Visualizations have grown to a de-facto standard as means for decisionmaking in the management discipline of enterprise architecture (EA). Thereby, those
visualizations are often created manually, so that they get soon outdated since underlying data change on a frequent basis. As a consequence, EA management tools require
mechanisms to generate visualizations. In this vein, a major challenge is to adapt
common EA visualizations to an organization-specific metamodel. At the same time,
end-users want to interact with the visualization in terms of changing data immediately
within the visualization for the strategic planning of an EA. As of today, there is no
standard, framework, or reference model for the generation of such an interactive EA
visualization.
This paper 1) introduces a framework, i.e. an interplay of different models to realize interactive visualizations, 2) outlines requirements for interactive EA management
visualizations referring to concepts of the framework, 3) applies the framework to a
prototypical implementation detailing the therein used models as an example, and 4)
compares the prototype to related work employing the framework.

1

Introduction

Today’s enterprises cope with the complexity of changes to highly interconnected business applications whereas local changes often result in global consequences, i.e. impact
the application landscape as a whole. At the same time, change requests to business applications or processes are required to be fast and cost-effective in response to competitive
global markets with frequently changing conditions[WR09, Ros03]. Enterprise Architecture (EA) management promises to balance between short time business benefit and long
term maintenance of both business and IT in an enterprise [MWF08, MBF+ 11]. Thereby,
having a holistic perspective of the EA is indispensable. In this vein, visualizations have
grown to a de-facto standard as means for strategic decision making in the management
discipline of EA. Concepts formally describing EA management visualizations are summarized as system cartography1 , whereby the generation of visualizations out of existing
data is not yet described in depth [Wit07], i.e. currently there exists no standard, framework, reference architecture, or best-practice for generating EA visualizations.
Slightly later than the discipline itself, also tool support for EA management emerged
[MBLS08, BBDF+ 11]. With respect to their visualization capabilities, the range of tools
for EA management reaches from mere drawing tools to a model-driven generation of vi1 Formerly

known as software cartography [Mat08].

sualizations. The former approach has clear drawbacks since visualizations are created
manually in a handcrafted, error-prone, and inefficient process. The later approach is often limited to a single information model aka metamodel. Thereby, such an information
model has to try to capture the entirety of all relevant entities across all business domains
and industry sectors. Since this is an endeavour doomed to fail, EA vendors chose to offer mechanisms for extending a ‘core’ information model. Since no standard information
model for EAs exists, enterprises tend to use an organization-specific information model
reflecting their information demands and tend to adopting the enterprise’s terminology, i.e.
aforementioned extension mechanisms are frequently used. At the same time, respective
visualization algorithms do not adapt to those changes automatically, i.e. the visualizations
have to be adapted to the extensions leading to extensive configuration or additional implementation/customization efforts. Since there is no standard, framework, or reference
model for generating such an interactive EA visualization, we conclude with the following
research question:
‘How does a common framework or reference model for generating interactive EA visualizations look like?’
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces a conceptual
framework for generating interactive visualizations in general and in particular for EA
management. An outline of requirements for interactive EA management visualizations
is given in Section 3. The framework is then applied to a prototypical implementation in
Section 4. Subsequently, Section 5 revisits related approaches and compares them to the
prototype employing the introduced framework. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper
and gives a brief outlook on open research questions.

2

Generating interactive visualizations

Figure 1 illustrates an overview of a conceptual framework to generate interactive visualizations that is detailed in the following. The framework consists of:
A data model which is considered as the actual data d within a data source that can be
retrieved by a query q. Depending on the nature of the data source, different fields may
have different access permissions [BMR+ 10, BMM+ 11]. Therefore, a data interaction
model di captures the different access permissions for each concrete x ∈ d, i.e. access
rights and permissions on data level but not schema level. As an example users of a certain department might only get information about business applications in their particular
business unit. An information model that describes the schema im that the data model
d is based on. “An information model is a representation of concepts, relationships, constraints, rules, and operations to specify data semantics for a chosen domain of discourse”
[Lee99]. An interaction model i that subsumes the interactions that are allowed upon
the information model level, i.e. which entity can be created, read, updated, or deleted.
For instance, a certain role can only create business applications but is not allowed to
create business units. An abstract information model which can be a template for a
certain information model or type/entity therein. Based on the observations of Buckl et
al. in [BEL+ 07], organizations use recurring patterns to describe their managed information. Especially in [Sch11], Schweda shows that recurring patterns of information models
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Figure 1: A conceptual framework to generate interactive visualizations

have been observed which he synthesized to so-called information model building blocks
(IBBs). Such an information model template, fragment, or building block comes with a
certain abstract interaction model that describes e.g. predefined access rights synthesized as best practices.
A view data model v = q(d) such that v ⊆ d ∪ q1 , whereby q1 are results of q that are
calculated out of d, e.g. aggregations or average values. A view data interaction model
⊆ di which is derived from q. In some cases, q reduces di not only by the selected values
of d, but also additional interactions, e.g. aggregated values cannot be edited regardless
of access rights for a specific x ∈ d. A view model is the schema vm of v, such that
vm ⊆ im ∪ q2 is derived from q, whereas q2 describes the part of the schema, which has
been created entirely by q, i.e. in general q2 * im . A view interaction model vi ⊆ i
which is determined by q, i.e. depending on a particular q interactions of i are enabled or
not by vi . For instance, on aggregated values, updates are prohibited, whereas relationships
and transitive relationships2 could be updated3 based on i. An abstract view model which
defines the information demands for a particular visualization blueprint. The abstract view
model va can be used as a basis to perform a pattern matching, i.e. matching for the pattern
given by va on im (see e.g. [BURV11, BHR+ 10a]). An abstract view interaction model
which defines permitted interactions based on the information demands va .
A symbolic model sm summarizes the rendered symbols, i.e. instances of shapes like
rectangles, lines, etc., such that ultimately sm is the visualization as such. A symbolic
interaction model offers interactions on the actual visualization. These interactions are of
general concern for all sm , e.g. navigation or adaptive zooming [CG02], and do not relate
to d or im . A visualization model vism is the definition of visual primitives, i.e. shapes
like rectangles, lines, etc. and simple compositions thereof. Thereby, sm is an instantiation of vism which has been fully configured, e.g. a red dotted line. A visual interaction
model visi are the interactions, that come with selections s ⊆ vism . Thereby, s is e.g. a
rectangle which is draggable and may change its size on user manipulation. The instantiated and configured mapping of vm to vism can be summarized as a viewpoint in line
with ISO/IEC 42010:2007 (cf. [Int07]). An abstract visualization model visa that describes more complex compositions of elements of vism . Thereby, visa is not an instance
of a vism but a predefined composition, i.e. blueprint or building block, with additionally specified variability points defined in visa that may modify the actual appearance of
sm . An abstract visual interaction model that describes possible interactions from the
pure visual point of view with respect to the predefined configurations. For instance, a
text not fitting inside a rectangle is cut after reaching a maximum length and a ‘...’ string
is appended. In addition to cutting off the over-sized text so that the text object visually
fits, a tool tip is added to give the end-user feedback of the actual text contained. Such a
behaviour is independent from a concrete visualization and thus can be defined in an abstract manner therefore constituting a separate model. A described mapping of va to visa
including variability points can be summarized as a viewpoint building block (VBB) in
line with Buckl et al. [BDMS10].
used e.g. in the visualizations introduced in [BMR+ 10].
an update may require to create stub objects or require additional user interventions depending on the
concrete information model.
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Requirements for interactive EA visualizations

With a focus on EA management, we identified the following requirements for interactive
EA visualizations which will be explained with regard to the aforementioned conceptual
framework.
As outlined above, in the context of EA management enterprises tend to use organizationspecific information models since there is no common standard EA model to describe
an entire organization’s information demands. Consequently, it has to be ensured that
an arbitrary information model can be visualized dynamically, i.e. an EA visualization
tool should be able to generate visualizations out of data without the need to manually
adapt to information models (Re1). More technically speaking, this also implies that the
mapping of an information model to a visualization model must be performed dynamically
at runtime and be configurable by end-users (Re1.1).
EA management visualizations are not only used to view data but are also consulted
when making strategic decisions. These often require impact analyses which can be
performed best in a graphical manner, i.e. by manipulating the symbolic model directly
(Re2) performing ‘what-if’ analyses. EA management has many perspectives and angles to view at depending on different stakeholders with different concerns ending up in
stakeholder-specific visualizations highlighting relevant data for a special issue [AKRS08,
IL08, Mat08, BGS10]. Interactive EA visualizations must be able to visualize a subset
of the data model or the information model (Re2.1) while offering valid interactions and
keeping consistency [DQvS08]. Thereby, these manipulations should not only influence
the visualization but also underlying data so that changes to the symbolic model are propagated to the respective data model and information model (Re2.2), being permitted and
constrained by an underlying data interaction model and interaction model.
Interactions with the visualization, i.e. the symbolic model, should be preferably smooth.
Following [Nie94] “the limit for having the user feel that the system is reacting instantaneously” is about 0.1 second. To provide EA visualizations in a decentralized manner
(cf. [BMNS09]), a solution is intended to use a client/server architecture allowing a centralized data model and information model while the generated visualizations can be decentrally viewed and manipulated (Re3). In this vein, a major challenge is the reduction of
needed round-trips for propagating changes in the symbolic model, which is client-sided
to the data model, possibly located at the server. During such a round-trip all kinds of
interactions have to be locked in order to guarantee that the semantic integrity of the data
model is not violated through any further incompatible interactions following the ACID
(atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability) properties. Possible round-trips may take up
to a couple of seconds leading to decreased user adoption. As a consequence as many as
possible restrictions related to the permitted user interactions, defined by the interaction
model, should be available intermediately within the client such that manipulations to the
symbolic model are limited to a minimum and hence increase usability (Re3.1).
In [BELM08], Buckl et al. have shown that visualizations, so-called V-Patterns, recur in
the discipline of EA management. Buckl et al. also synthesized these V-Patterns in socalled viewpoint building blocks (VBB). Considering the framework explained above,

these V-Patterns are viewpoints whereas the paradigm of VBBs is adapted. Buckl et
al. showed in [BELM08] that recurring patterns are reused and combinations thereof.
Therefore, EA visualizations must be defined as pre-configured, parameterized4 building
blocks (Re4) in order to increase re-usability of existing software artifacts and accelerate development periods. Moreover, EA visualizations must be generated employing such
building blocks allowing combinations thereof (Re4.1) in order to enable more complex
combinations of visualizations out of building blocks by end-users.

4

Prototypical implementation

Based on the framework introduced in Section 2 a prototypical implementation is developed which will be described in this section referring to the requirements of the previous
section.
In the following, the process of generating an EA visualization, i.e. generating a symbolic
model, is explained in detail by an exemplary information model and data model. The EA
visualization generated is taken from Buckl et al. (V-Pattern 26 in [BELM08]) since they
used a pattern-based approach, i.e. they observed this kind of visualization with underlying
an information model at least three times5 in practice6 .
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Figure 2: Pattern Matching of abstract view model and information model

Figure 2(a) shows an excerpt from an information model consisting of business applications related to each other and business units that use them and are based at a certain
location having employees that work at business units. An exemplary instantiation of this
information model is illustrated in Figure 3 which is used in the following example to
generate a time-interval map (cf. [BELM08] or Figure 5).
The first step towards generating a visualization is to define a VBB as an abstract template (Re4). Thereby, an abstract view model (see Figure 2(b)) is created stating that
‘outer’ and ‘inner’ entities linked via a 1:n relationship are the information demands for
4 In

this context, parameterized means explicitly defined variability points.
an explanation of the ‘rule of three’ see [AIS+ 77].
6 This proves practical relevance as desired for a design science approach (cf. [HMPR04]).

5 For

CRM System : Business Application (BA)
name : string = CRM System
developmentFrom : Date = 01.01.2012
developmentTo : Date = 01.04.2012
plannedFrom : Date = 01.11.2011
plannedTo : Date = 01.01.2012
productionFrom : Date = 01.04.2012
productionTo : Date = 01.01.2013
retirementFrom : Date = 01.01.2013
retirementTo : Date = 01.03.2013

IT Shared Services : Business Unit (BU)
name : String = IT Shared Services

Munich : Location
name : String = Munich

Accounting System : Business Application (BA)
name : string = Accounting System
developmentFrom : Date = 01.01.2012
developmentTo : Date = 01.06.2012
plannedFrom : Date = 15.11.2011
plannedTo : Date = 01.12.2011
productionFrom : Date = 01.06.2012
productionTo : Date = 01.01.2013
retirementFrom : Date = 01.01.2013
retirementTo : Date = 01.02.2013

Martina Musterfrau : Employee

Max Mustermann : Employee

firstName : String = martina
lastName : String = musterfrau
email : String = musterfrau@company.tld
phone : String = +49 123 798 456

firstName : String = max
lastName : String = mustermann
email : String = mustermann@company.tld
phone : String = +49 123 456 789

Figure 3: Data model with view data model (in dashed lines)

this VBB. This formal specification of the information demands is used to match the pattern of abstract view model against a given information model with the pattern matching
using library IncQuery [BHR+ 10b]. The pattern matcher searches the information model
to match for potential ‘outer’ entities required to have a name attribute connected via a
1:n relationship to ‘inner’ entities that are required to offer four pairs of start-fields and
end-fields and a name attribute. This technique is used to offer an end-user the possibility
of visualizing data with an arbitrary information model (Re1) by choosing the information of interest from a list of potential ‘outer’ and ‘inner’ entities (Re1.1). Besides the
information demands, the VBB defines symbols that are used to visualize the chosen information, i.e. it describes variability points of elements of the visualization model in an
abstract visualization model (Figure 4(a)). For instance, symbols like rectangles or circles commonly offer different color-configurations or even could be used interchangeably
(e.g. use circles instead of rectangles). Commonly, elements of the visual model become
visible in a symbolic model, while the composite symbol, shown as dotted line in Figure 4(a), is used as logical container for a set of symbols and is not directly visible. As
shown in Figure 4(a) the abstract visualization model defines that each inner entity is represented through three kinds of symbols, namely a composite symbol, a text symbol and
four rectangle symbols. Furthermore, the composite symbol is conceived to enable the
setting of constraints/rules for all symbols contained therein. Figure 4(a) illustrates text
and rectangle symbols embodying different attributes that are used for the transforming
process later on. Finally the VBB defines a mapping between abstract view model and
abstract visualization model. Therefore, the VBB states whether an object/attribute of the
abstract view model is directly bound to a corresponding object/attribute of the abstract
visualization model and how exactly. Moreover, the VBB also defines objects/attributes
of the abstract view model that are employed to calculate 7 one or more objects/attributes
of the abstract visualization model. In the given example the name attribute of an ‘inner’
entity is directly bound to the name attribute of a text symbol, whereas pairs of start- and
end-date attributes are used to calculate the width of rectangle symbols. After matching
7 We call these derived attributes which can be the result of any calculation, e.g. a sum of values, transitive
relationships in the information model, etc.
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Figure 4: The connection between abstract and non-abstract visualization model

the pattern of information demand of an abstract view model to determine which part of an
information model is needed the view data model highlighted with dashed lines in Figure
3 is extracted from the data model (Re2.1). A so-called viewpoint configuration is used
to set relevant parameters so that the viewpoint can process the view data model that is
passed over to it. Thereby, the viewpoint configuration states which fields of the information model are mapped to which fields of the abstract view model which are chosen
from a list of all possible entities and combinations thereof by the end-user (Re1.1) after
the pattern matching. In the given example each pair of from and to values is mapped to
one pair of rectXStart and rectXEnd, i.e. developmentFrom is used for rect1Start and developmentTo is mapped to rect1End. All other rectX fields of the abstract view model are
mapped in a similar way. Furthermore, the field name of a business application entity is
mapped to the inner name attribute of the abstract view model. Besides the concrete mapping of an information model to an abstract view model, the abstract visualization model is
parametrized. In our example, the colors of the rectangles and the font-size of the text are
set. The viewpoint configuration itself is passed to a restful Web Service as a JSON string
where it is processed and passed over to the VBB. The resulting runtime models that are
created through parameterizing the abstract view model and abstract visualization model
are the view model (Figure 2(a)) and elements from the visualization model (Figure 4(b))
of the viewpoint. Being fully configured the viewpoint is finally used to process all entities of the view data model. In this step for each entity of the view data model, one row
of the time-interval map, whose structure is defined in the visualization model, is added
to the symbolic model that can be seen in Figure 5. At this point, also the layout is done,
i.e. setting x/y position and width parameters are calculated on the basis of the attributes
of the view data model. In our prototypical implementation, this result is JavaScript code
utilizing the Raphaël framework to generate the visualization in the web browser of the
client (Re3). In addition, the VBB not only specifies symbols or groups thereof in terms
of composite symbols, but also equips them with predefined interactions so that the user
can manipulate the visualization (Re2). In order to be able to set only permitted interactions, different information sources are used. As explained in Section 2 the interaction
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model determines which actions are allowed upon the data model without affecting the integrity of the information model, whereas the data interaction model checks access rights
on a particular element in the data model. On the other hand, the abstract view interaction
model states which kind of interactions are allowed upon the abstract view model within
this VBB. In the given example (cf. Figure 6) the fields rectXStart and rectXEnd of the
inner entities can be changed (in italic) , whereas the name field must remain the same (in
bold). Propagating these changes to the data model is only allowed because they are based
upon bijective functions. In contrast, when using derived attributes that are calculated using aggregated values, interactions are not permitted since an interaction not based upon
a bijective function would inevitably cause trouble while propagating changes to the data
model (Re2.2). Additionally the abstract visual interaction model determines the permit-
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Figure 6: Abstract view interaction model

ted interactions upon the different symbols that are used for rendering the symbolic model
later on, i.e. changes to the width of an element can be interpreted as changes of a date.
Interactions are represented by constraints that are attached to different symbols, whereas
for each possible interaction that can be triggered, like moving or dragging and dropping
symbols, a constraint is implemented with individual parameters that can be customized
to restrict this interaction. As an example, the rectangles of the time-interval map can
be moved horizontally only, whereas the composite symbols are limited to vertical movement. Figure 7(a) shows each composite and rectangle symbol equipped with a Movement
constraint to achieve the ascribed functionality. The Movement constraint itself has three
parameters, direction, minimum and maximum, that have to be set up in order to enable
the equipped symbol to be moved in the given direction and between the minimum and
maximum value. Accordingly, if a symbol should be moved horizontally and vertically,
two Movement constraints will have to be attached to the symbol. Besides Movement, fur-

ther constraints, like Resizing or Containment have been implemented, but are not needed
for this particular kind of visualization. Each of these constraints has its own parameters
set up individually in a VBB. In addition to interaction constraints, the symbolic interactions we used focus on direct user feedback, i.e. tool tip texts or highlight on selection. In
our example tool tip texts are used when hovering over or dragging an end of rectangles
(rectXStart or rectXEnd). As shown in Figure 5, some of the rectangles are not filled reflecting read-only access gathered from the data interaction model. With the abstract view
interaction model describing which interactions are allowed upon the abstract view model
and the abstract visual interaction model stating which user interactions
are allowed upon
1
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Related Work

This section gives a brief overview of interactive visualizations. Some of these interactive visualizations constitute a visual domain-specific language, whereas others are mere
drawing tools and are not bound directly to a data and/or information model.
JS Library D38 . With the JS based library D3 it is possible to create manifold visualizations from structured data. Examining the structure of D3 it is shown that some kind of
view model can be found even within this framework, specifying the structure of the data
that can be loaded in order to generate a visualization. At this point it has to be mentioned
that due to the static view model a mapping between an arbitrary information model and
this view model has to be implemented separately. Thus only one kind of information
model can be processed at a time without creating a new mapping between a second information model and the view model. Besides the view model D3 contains a visualization
model constituting the symbols to be used for generating visualizations. Without an extension D3 contains circles, squares, crosses, diamonds and triangles as possible symbols.
Looking at D3’s possibilities for user interaction it can be seen that only rudimentary functions are available. For example, it is possible to select a subset of the view data model and
update the visualization with this extract but there exists neither a possibility of changing
the visualized data nor can changes be propagated to the view data model not to mention
to the data model with respect to data integrity to the respective information model. With
regard to the above identified requirements it shows that a mapping between an arbitrary
information model and the view model has to be implemented separately, which is why
Re1 is just partly fulfilled and end-user configuration (Re1.1) is not offered by D3. In contrast, Re2 can not be fulfilled entirely, since D3 focuses on interactions that center around
giving user feedback. D3 does provide functions for selection of subsets of the view data
model (Re2.1). In general, changes upon the symbolic model cannot be propagated back
to a data model (Re2.2). Re3 is fulfilled in partially, because D3 being a web framework
written in JavaScript, a client/server architecture can be implemented, but communication
with the server, respectively with the information model and data model would have to
be implemented separately. Hence, complete fulfillment of Re3 is not given. Additionally, as all client/server communication would have to be implemented (Re3.1) is thought
not be fulfilled. Furthermore D3 offers different possibilities for definition of predefined
parametrize visualization types (Re4) that can be reused or even combined with manageable effort in order to create new kinds of visualizations, leading to (Re4) and (Re4.1)
being fulfilled.
yFiles. yFiles [WEK02] is a Java class library for rendering and analyzing visualizations, especially graphs. Therefore, it provides separate packages to analyze, layout, or
draw visualizations on a Java Swing form. An exemplary application showing all of the
main features of yFiles is yEd, a tool for creating visualizations of graphs, networks, and
diagrams9 . Within yFiles there exists a single static view model for all kinds of visualizations that can be rendered with this framework, mainly consisting of ‘nodes’ and
‘edges’. Additionally, a separate visualization model can be found for each type of visual8 See
9 See

http://mbostock.github.com/d3/ last accessed: Oct. 26, 2011.
http://www.yworks.com/de/products_yed_about.html last accessed Oct. 26, 2011.

ization, determining the symbols to be used for visualizing the entities of the view model
and for combining them in order to generate the symbolic model. Furthermore, there exists a visual interaction model for each visualization model stating which interactions are
permitted for each symbol of the generated symbolic model. Using yFiles comes with
a mapping that has to be prepared in order to process an organization-specific information model and corresponding data model, thus Re1 is partially fulfilled since the view
model is static. Visualizations generated using yFiles include possibilities of parameterizing these in a user-friendly manner (Re1.1). As yFiles contains manifold possibilities for
user interaction (Re2) is fulfilled, whereas selections of subsets of the data model are not
included (Re2.1). Re2.2 cannot be fulfilled completely as changes to the symbolic model
are propagated to the view model but not to the data model. Since yFiles is implemented
using Java there is a possibility of implementing a solution as an applet or using Java Web
Start technology to transfer interaction constraints to a client (Re3). As yFiles offers no
possibility for propagating changes to the data model (Re3.1) is not fulfilled. Only a few
types of visualizations can be generated without substantially extending yFiles and other
visualizations cannot be predefined (Re4). Also, yFiles does not include any possibility of
combining different visualization types (Re4.1).
Visio. Microsoft Visio is a desktop application to create any kind of symbolic models,
reaching from business processes in BPMN notation to construction blueprints. Among
the possibility of creating all these visualizations by hand, Visio offers the possibility of
creating these out of data files, or databases out of a predefined format. However this
option is severely restricted as it uses a static view model and does only provide a small
amount of parameters to set when querying an information model. For instance, generating
an organizational chart out of a spreadsheet or database can serve as an example, as just a
few parameters have to be mapped to possible fields that can be shown in the visualization.
Thereby, one of them is indicating the relationship between the entities. In this context Visio contains a static view model, being bound to a very limited information model. Besides
this view model there exist visualization models and visual interaction models within Visio
for each kind of visualization that can be rendered. Visio’s potential to be used for generating EAM visualizations can be shown by considering the above mentioned requirements.
Visio is able to use different information models, thus Re1 can be fulfilled partially. So
as Re1.1, because Visio offers a small set of possibilities of parameterizing visualizations.
As Visio offers manifold possibilities for user interaction Re2 is completely fulfilled, but
Visio lacks the functionality of selecting subsets of the data model, hence Re2.1 is not
fulfilled. The missing functionality of propagating changes within the symbolic model to
the view model or the data model leads to Re2.2 not being fulfilled. As Visio is a desktop
application Re3 and Re3.1 are not covered, as no client/server architecture can be implemented though no statement about round-trips can be made. Similar to yFiles, Visio
includes a limited set of visualization types that can be parametrized in some cases, but
cannot be predefined (Re4) and does not support combination thereof (Re4.1).
Generic Modeling Environment (GME). The main purpose of the GME is to create a
(visual) domain-specific language (DSL) with separated information model and its representation in the sense of a symbolic model. Therefore, GME uses a metamodel which
is represented through MetaGME that describes the main aspects of the employed infor-

D3

yFiles

Visio

GME

GMF

Re1
Re1.1
Re2
Re2.1
Re2.2
Re3
Re3.1
Re4
Re4.1
Table 1: Visualization capabilities of the presented approaches

mation model. Furthermore, model related constraints can be integrated using the Object
Constraint Language (OCL). These constraints are equipped with priorities and corresponding actions that have to be performed in case of a violation of themselves. Evaluating
GME against our requirements, GME shows that it is possible to generate visualizations
out of any kind of information model (Re1), but only one concrete information model can
be processed at a time and no configuration at runtime is offered, especially when it comes
to support for an end-user configuration (Re1.1). Moreover, GME offers far-reaching possibilities for user interaction (Re2), but a selection of subsets of the data model is not
included (Re2.1). All changes to the symbolic model are propagated to the data model
leading to (Re2.2) being fulfilled entirely. Just like Visio, GME is a desktop application,
wherefore Re3 and Re3.1 cannot be fulfilled for aforementioned reasons. As it is one of
GME’s main purposes it includes functionalities for predefined visualization types (Re4),
but it does not provide any possibility for combining two or more of these types in order
to create new kinds of visualizations (Re4.1).
Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF). Like GME, GMF aims at providing a framework to construct a DSL with separated information model and graphical representation of entities thereof. Given that GMF is based on the Graphical Editing Framework
(GEF) [RWC11] it has the same capabilities for constructing and manipulating models as the GEF. GMF offers a wide range of possibilities of implementing constraints,
i.e. constraints can be formulated in OCL, as regular expressions or implemented as Java
code. Due to their similarity the GME and GMF provide similar capabilities of fulfilling the requirements. GMF also has the ability to process any kind of information model
(Re1), but it has to be adapted to each information model that shall be used (Re1.1). GMF
also provides manifold possibilities for user interaction (Re2), but does not include any
functionalities for a selection of subsets of the data model (Re2.1). Users changes to the
symbolic model are propagated to the respective data model (Re2.2) while the integrity of
the information model is guaranteed. Like GME, GMF is a desktop application, which is
why (Re3) and (Re3.1) cannot be fulfilled. As GMF allows the definition of predefined
visualization types but does not allow the combination of these types (Re4) is fulfilled,
while (Re4.1) cannot be fulfilled.

6

Conclusion and Outlook

After motivating interactive visualizations for EA management, this paper introduced a
conceptual framework to realize interactive visualizations. In this paper we demonstrated
how the framework can be used 1) to compare different visualization frameworks and
2) as a reference architecture to describe and implement visualization tools. During the
latter, we showed how we implemented the different models and how they interact with
each other for a specific visualization. Thereby, the chosen visualization originates from
practice and was found as recurring pattern in the EA management domain.
In line with the design science approach of Hevner [HMPR04], further research will detail and refine the models of the introduced framework by incorporating feedback from
practical applications. We expect that for the EA management discipline only a number of
relevant viewpoint building blocks and respective interactions have to be developed while
the remaining ones are combinations thereof. In particular parameters, variability points of
visualizations and further relevant interactions for industry have to be found by empirical
evaluation of the created design artefact. Currently, the prototypical implementation has
been applied to a pattern-based case. Further research can broaden the scope these visualizations are applied to and also observe interactions actually employed by end-users.
In order to describe interactions, a formal language for describing interactivity is currently
missing. As of today, images with ‘arrows and boxes’ summarized as mock-ups are used
in combination with a full-text description of possible interactions so that behavior and
semantics become clear to end-users. Further research could address this issue incorporating different ways currently used to describe interactive behavior of visualizations and
prove the usability by end-user studies. Such a language could facilitate the way end-users
evaluate mock-ups of interactive visualizations in general and in particular for the domain
of EA management.
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